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Jean-Michel > New Medium Softpack <
Following "Sixpack", last year’s vinyl-only release, "New Medium Softpack" is Jean-Michel’s
enforced attack on your auricular experi_mentality. Set the mark up for electronic listening
experience with this evolution of diversity in style and growing distraction in playfulness.
"New Medium Softpack" maximizes and exceeds chills and downbeating compared to other
sound carriers by double plus percent performance and its feature plug-ins ‘crazy-breaks 3.1’,
‘tweeps’n’twirls 2001’, 'DJ-cuts-express_TB ' will enhance your life in just 63 minutes a play!
Enjoy dead serious ambient-reworks of "PingPong" (comes with Computerjockeys-connection!)
and witness the invention of the breakbeat-shuffle!
Under severe quality control, electronically manufactured remixes of Chekov’s "Drifting" or
Elektrotwist’s "Zero-Trick" are a must for every moody works outing! Buy the CD and get the
anaesthetizing "Pediculus Humanus"-remix-track by the OP:L Bastards FOR FREE! Watch out for
the upcoming cute and cubistic 3D-animation clip for "Berlin Kassel Koblenz", the funkiest crackle-house-tune that ever had you nod with the beat!
However you name it, Jean-Michel has the talent to sort out the beauty in all the chaos and
somewhere between strange noises and ruthless hammering beats find the pop appeal that make
his records so charming.
Since 1998, Jean-Michel has issued two EPs and one CD- and one vinyl-only-album on Eleganz,
all were highly acclaimed and branded “masterpieces” or even “mini bibles” by a totally devout
de:bug. Remix work has been done for and by celebrities such as The Bollock Brothers, 50iessoundtrack pope Peter Thomas, Samba, Nolte, Chekov, Blackmail and label mates Elektrotwist.
Besides multiple contributions to radio shows, compilations, imaginary soundtracks and the
entertainment of clubhoppers and –sitters as well as live spectators.
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Elg17 / DraftCD 08 - Indigo 9792-2 - CD
Indigo 9792-1 - LP
Date: 26.03.2001
tracklist:
1 Connected
2 New Medium Softpack
3 Drifting - Bonus Level Mix
4 Raum für Notizen
5 Solar Discount
6 Eins_A
7 Generally
8 Berlin-Koblenz-Kassel
9 Zero-Trick - Action Catridge Plus Mix
10 Extra-Ladezone
11 Pediculos Humanus (Royal Remis by the OP:L Bastards)
Single/Video: Berlin-Koblenz-Kassel

